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Motivation
•
•

Understanding of contamination mechanisms
What happens in pre-production and HVM tools?
–

•

What is required to achieve predictive quality?
–

•

Very challenging

Meeting on modeling of contamination of EUV optics
–
–
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Modeling probably required to predict contamination rates under
those conditions.

Presentations on published models and relevant experiments
Discussion on important issues
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Rate equation for adsorbed molecule
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photodesorption Elec.-induced desorption
σ EDγI p csur
thermal desorption σ PD I p csur
csur
photoreaction
Elec.-induced reaction
τ des
σ ERγI p csur
σ PR I p csur

Courtesy of I.Nishiyama, Selete
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Summary
Model for Ru surface oxidization is started.
Step 1; active oxygen formation on surface
Step 2: diffusion of active oxygen in bulk and reaction at interface
(Rate Equation of Step 1 is solved.)
n Water

pressure dependence is linear in actual condition for
accelerated testing, so it is a good parameter for lifetime
scaling. Non linearity observed in experiment is probably
caused by quenching effect of hydrocarbon on oxygen atom.
n EUV power dependence is also linear from the simple rate
equation. However, substrate heating should be taken care in
EUV power dependence.
n Difference in pulse and continuous sources is explainable.
The reason is the water concentration decrease caused when
photodesorption/reaction exceeds thermal desorption.

(These results will be modified by Step 2)
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Courtesy of I.Nishiyama, Selete
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Contamination Model Inputs and Model Overview
Courtesy of L. Klebanoff, Sandia Nat. Lab.
Adsorption
sΓ = s

1 P 8kT
4 kT πM

Reflection
−sΓ

N AD
max
N AD

Γ - Impingement Rate (kinetic theory)
s - Condensation Coefficient
T - System Temperature
P - System Pressure
NAD- Number of Adsorbed Molecules
M - Hydrocarbon Molecular Weight
K - Boltzmann’s Constant

EUV/e- based Dissociation
N AD [σ ph Io + σ SE N SE (D)]
σph - Photon dissociation cross section
( photoabsorption cross section CXRO website)
σSE - Secondary e- dissociation cross section,
n-hexane thin film ( Leclerc, Cui and Sanche 1987)

assume photon dissociation cross section =
photon absorption cross section
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Desorption
−

N AD

τ

=−

Surface Diffusion
N AD

τ o exp[ RT ]
EA

τ - Surface residence time
ΕΑ - Desorption energy,
hydrocarbon on Au
(Wetterer et al 1998)
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Dsd - Surface Diffusion Coefficient,
hydrocarbon on Ru ( Brand et al. 1990)

Summary and Conclusions
A mathematical model has been developed and used to evaluate the
relative importance of processes that contribute to the growth
of carbonaceous layers on EUV exposed optics
• Contamination was predicted as a function of HC pressure, EUV power
• It is concluded that the contribution of secondary electrons to
contamination is much less than that caused by direct EUV absorption
• Surface diffusion plays a negligible role
• Warming the optic reduces contamination
• Light molecules don’t contaminate, heavier ones ( > C7 ) do
• Standing Wave Effects are seen, and affect contamination rates
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Courtesy of L. Klebanoff, Sandia14
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Simple pulsed model summary
G SS

N C Z Pτ M I avgσ tot
=
1 + I avgσ totτ M + Z Pτ M θ MMax

τ S >> 1 /ν

• Independent of time structure for all relevant cases: depends only on Iavg
• Predicts observed gas-flux-limited and intensity-limited behaviors
• Non-linearity in Iavg must be considered when scaling damage rates
• Short-residence-time limit may be applicable to low-rep-rate exposures

Courtesy of S. Hill, NIST
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Summary of MMA, benzene Cross Sections on
C-covered TiO2
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Courtesy of T. Madey, Rutgers U.8

100

Heats of adsorption of gases vs. coverage

CO on Pd(111)

Coverage-dependent adsorption energies very common in gas-surface
interactions!
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Courtesy of T. Madey, Rutgers U.9

Discussion Topics and Conclusions
•

Discussion topics
–
–
–
–
–

•

Conclusions
–
–
–
–
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Can the different processes be modeled separately?
Which factors govern the surface coverage of the ambient gas
species?
What is the photon- and electron-induced surface chemistry?
(Detailed ab initio modeling nearly impossible.)
What experimental inputs are needed?
What are the most important assumptions?

It is imperative to know what the background gas composition is.
Reaction cross sections have to be known (photodissociation,
electron-induced dissociation, etc.)
Coverage depends on type of surface and adsorbed molecule
Coverage is a function of pressure (for first monolayer on clean
surface) → Departure from Langmuir kinetics
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Discussion Topics and Conclusions
•

Improving models likely required to achieve predictive quality
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Identify critical assumptions
Include Tempkin (instead of Langmuir) kinetics: Surface coverage is
a function of pressure
Include competition between oxidation and carbonization
Model contamination due to several contaminants simultaneously
Identify and perform experiments to obtain necessary values of input
parameters (cross sections, etc.)
Calibrate model with existing data
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